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The innovative aluminium flush window from AluK is the stylish and durable 

alternative for timber windows.

With minimal sightlines the contemporary and a slim line 45mm sash, the flush 

window enjoys maximum weather resistance as well as all the familiar features 

of the 58BW collection.

Open out sashes include: 

- Casement, top and side-hung and fixed lights. 

- French casements (floating mullion not an option). 

- All fixed panes must have dummy sashes.

n   Market leading lightweight Aluminium profile 

system

n   45mm ultra-slim sash offers slimmer sightlines to 

suit a range of property styles

n   Flush shadow line can be complimented with a 

choice of flat, putty line or stepped edge vent 

styles

n   Shootbolt multi-point locking hardware for 

enhanced security

n   Double or triple* glazing options.  

*Triple glazing only available with AW685 sash.

n   Integrated night vent position with option for 

trickle ventilation

n   Enhanced weather performance

n   Complies with current building regulations

n   Green guide ‘A’ rating for the aluminium profile

n   Thermally broken profiles as standard

n   Available in a variety of colours

WHY CHOOSE ALUMINIUM 
WINDOWS AND DOORS?

Aluminium windows and doors are the 

perfect upgrade for your home. The narrow 

profiles and slim sightlines can really make a 

difference to the look of your home.

Aluminium is lightweight, strong and 

regarded as one of the most sustainable 

building materials available. Security of your 

home is improved because of the strength 

of the material and there is no need to worry 

about warping or rust meaning our aluminium 

products are maintenance free.
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Perfect for contemporary new-builds and refurbishment projects, these aluminium flush windows are stylish, durable 

and the ideal alternative for timber windows.

Profile: AluK Advanced Plus

Outerframe:  U44002 Direct Fix Standard Flush Frame 
U44003 Direct Fix Standard Flush Frame

Sash:  AW614 - Internally glazed flat sash 
or 
AW685 - Internally glazed flat line T sash 
or 
AW686 - Internally glazed stepped edge 
sash

Glazing: 28mm sealed unit

Glazing 
Bead: Int glazed - 28mm Square Bead 

Gasket: 3mm glazing wedge

Hardware:  Securistyle hinges with high security 
shootbolt locking system

Handle:  Alpha Greenteq locking handle

Frame 
Extender:  20mm or 40mm

Cill Options: 95mm, 150mm or 190mm

SPECIFICATION:

The specification detailed above is specific to the Flush Window order form. If you require a different window specification, please use the 
standard Aluminium window order form found on our website.


